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Abstract
Ngwa is a dialect of
Igbo. The word ‘Ngwa’
also refers to the people
and the geo – political
area known as Ngwa
land. The Ngwa people
are found in Abia State
in the Federal republic
of Nigeria. This paper
examined adverbs and
adverbials in Ngwa.
Data for the study
were obtained from
competent
native
speakers using the
elicitation method of
oral interview, where
the native speakers
were requested to
repeat some English

sentences into Ngwa.
As a native speaker of
Ngwa, my intuition
helped
in
the
assessment of the data
collected. The paper is
poised to demonstrate
the fact adverbs and
adverbials in Ngwa are
constrained in the
syntactic position they
Keywords: adverbs,
adverbials, fronting,
Ngwa, and x-bar
theory.
occupy in Ngwa, to
illustrate that some
adverbials are formed
by reduplication, and to
show that adverb and

INTRODUCTION
This paper is an
examination
of
adverbs
and
adverbials in Ngwa.
Previous studies on
adverbs
and
adverbials have been
concerned
with
establishing the fact
that
adverbs
and
adverbials
are
modifiers that are
varied in type. This
paper
notes
that
adverbs/adverbials
have communicative
prominence
when
used at sentence initial
position and that they
are
syntactically
constrained in Ngwa.
In the subsections that
follow, a conceptual
review of adverb and
adverbial
will
be
presented. A brief
background of the
dialect,
theoretical
framework
and
methodology will also
be discussed.
Conceptual Review
The word adverb is
used to refer to single
lexical items that could
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adverbials can be given
communicative
prominence when used
at sentence initial
position.
The
framework employed
for the presentation
and analysis of data, is
the x-bar theory. The xbar
framework
provides the required
base for the projection

m

and
movement
of
adverbs and adverbials
in Ngwa. The findings
of this paper on adverbs
and adverbials are: that
adverbs cannot be
inflected in Ngwa. It
was also found that
there are some adverbs
that are restricted in
places where they
occur. Finally the work

has shown that adverbs
and adverbials can be
given communicative
prominence when used
at sentence initial
position. This work
recommends further
research in the study of
adverb and adverbials
in Ngwa.

odify a verb, an adjective, or an adverb in a construction. The term
adverbial is used to refer to a group of words that functions as an
adverb. Chomsky (1965, p. 101), refers to an adverbial as: “the
accompanying preposition – phrase to a verb which though has a
cohesion with the verb but could result in ambiguous reading”. This means that any
accompanying prepositional phrase to a predicate is an adverbial phrase. Chomsky
(1965, p. 101), gives the following examples to support his assertion that the use of
adverbials could result in the generic reading of a construction in which they occur.
‘He decided on the boat’.
The sentence above according to Chomsky, may mean: he chose the boat or he made
his decision while on the boat. He adds that adverbials modify the entire phrase or
perhaps the entire sentence. Finally, Chomsky (1965, p. 101), notes that these
adverbials which modify the verb could depict: direction, duration, place or
frequency. From Chomsky’s write up on adverbials in the English language, one can
see that adverbials are modifying phrasal adjuncts to a construction which could
result in the multiple reading of such a structure in which it is used.
Okonkwo (1974, p. 172) without defining what an adverb or adverbial is, gives
instances of adverbial expressions used in translations in the Igbo language as:
2a. Otu O sina di
‘however’
b. Mgbe ahu
‘then’
c. Na ngwucha
‘finally’
d. N’ime ya/ n’elu ya
‘there in/ there upon’
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A look at Okonkwo (1974, p. 172) account, shows that there was not much that he
did on adverbs or adverbials in the Igbo language except that he mentioned that
adverbials were used in the language for the purpose of translation.
Emenanjo (1978, p. 48 – 9), writing on the Igbo grammar argues that the Igbo
language has what is called adverbial nouns which function as emphasizers of
verbals and translate as adverbs in the English language, hence the reason for their
being called adverbs. He lists the following as adverbial nouns in the Igbo language:
3a. Osiiso
‘fastness’
b. Ozigbo
‘immediately’
c. Nwayoo
‘slowly’
d. Ofuma
‘well’
Emenanjo (1978, p. 49), points out that these adverbial nouns could be reduplicated
or triplicated as emphasizers and that the most frequent place of occurrence of these
adverbials is in the adverbial slot. He gives the following as examples in the Igbo
language to show how these adverbs are used:
3a.
O nara ulo osiiso.
‘He quickly went home’.
b.
O biara ebe a nwayoo.
‘He came here slowly’.
c.
O gbawara ozigbo.
‘He began to run immediately’.
d.
O mewere ya ofuma.
He began to do it well.
e.
O nara ulo osiiso osiiso.
‘He went home very fast’.
f.
O biara ebe a nwayoo nwayoo.
He came here very slowly.
In the view of Emenanjo (1978) adverbial nouns in the Igbo language modify verbs,
and when reduplicated, they are used as emphasizers. These adverbs Emenanjo
adds, occur in the adverbial slot in a sentence structure.
Brown and Miller (1985, p. 69), refer to the adverb as: “the part of speech that is non
– distinctive for the purpose of verb subclassification”. What this means is that
adverbs can go with any type of verb. They give the examples below:
4a.
The women wept in the bathroom.
b.
The dog bit the man in the bathroom.
c.
They gave Mary the book in the bathroom.
d.
John stood on the table in the bathroom.
e.
John stood the gun against the wall in the bathroom.
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According to Brown and Miller (1985, p. 69), “each of these sentences can be
analysed as having a constituent … in the bathroom. These constituents, Brown and
Miller argue are traditionally called adverbs and specifically adverbs of place, since
they indicate where the action took place. However, Brown and Miller add that these
constituents are optional and that these constituents are optional and that without
them, the sentence still remains complete. Lyons (1989, p. 325), notes that in the
word adverb, the Latin prefix ad – may be translated as ‘attached to and modifying’.
Lyons (1989, p. 325) also reports that Dionysius Thrax discovered the part of speech
called adverb. From the observation of Lyons on adverbs one is able to see that like
other grammarians, Lyons (1989, p. 325) attests to the fact that adverb/adverbials
are modifying adjuncts in a construction. Lyons also informs one of the founder of
the part of speech called adverb, but Lyons however did mention the year or the
conditions that led to its discovery of adverb as a part of speech..
Ume, I. A. O, J. U. Ugorji, and G. A. Dike, (1989, p. 91 – 93), writing in the Igbo language
refers to adverbs as: nkwuwa. He asserts in the Igbo language that:
Nkwuwa na – ekwuputa ihe ngwaa kwuru, bia kapia ya onu ka o buruziia okwu
nwekwuru nghota ditu iche. Otutu mgbe, nkwuwa na – eso ngwaa o na –
ekwuwaputa.
The above quotation in the Igbo language translates to mean that: ‘Adverbs explain
further what a verb has said which gives it a unique understanding and meaning. In
most cases an adverb follows the verb that it modifies’. Explaining further in the
language, they identify the following as different types of adverb in the language.
Nkwuwa keoge (Adverbs of time). Examples:
5a. taa
‘
today’
Osita biara taa.
‘Osita came today’.
b. Echi
‘tomorrow’
O ga – aga echi.
‘He will go tomorrow’.
c. Unyahu
‘yesterday’
Ha gara akwukwo unyahu.
d. Kitaa
‘now’
Anyi ga – abia kitaa.
We shall come now.
Nkwuwa omuma/odidi (Adverbs manner) Examples:
6a. Ofuma
‘well’
O gafere ofuma.
He passed well in his exams.
b.
Ozugbo
‘immediately’
O riri ya ozugbo.
‘He immediately ate it’.
c.
Ozo
‘again’
I gara ozo n’ebe ahu. ‘He went there again’.
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d. Ncha
‘formidably’
I mere ncha n’ebe ahu.
‘You did formidably at that place/there’.
Nkwuwa e si n’ inyi n’abuo nweta.
(Adverbs derived by the repetition of a stem).
Examples:
7a. Oso oso
‘quickly/ fastly’
I biara oso oso/ osiiso?
Did you come early?
b. Ngwangwa ‘fastly/smoothly’.
Mee ngwa ngwa.
‘Be smart about it’
Nkwuwa e sin a mgbakwunye nga n’ihu nweta.
(Adverbs derived by pefixation or Adverbs of bound cognates). Examples are:
8a. Eri
‘really/actually ate’
b. Aga
‘really/certainly went’
9a.
O riri eri.
‘He actually ate’.
b.
Aga m aga aga.
‘I will certainly go’
Nkwuwa mgbakwunye nso n’azu.
(Adverbs derived by suffixation). Examples:
10a. -Kwa
‘also’
b. -Hu
‘not’
11a. Ha biakwara. ‘They also came’.
b.
O gahu abia..
‘He will not come’.
In reflection on Ume et al’s literature on adverbs in the Igbo language, they were able
to show that the Igbo language has various types of adverbs in the language. Vis – a
– vis; adverbs of time, manner, cognate adverbs, adverbs formed by reduplication
and adverbs formed by affixation.
Onunkwo (2003, p. 8 – 31) in her work on adverbs in the Igbo language, writes that;
“the adverb is a grammatical adjunct of a verb which most typically expresses such
semantic notions as: time, manner, place, instrument or circumstance”. She adds that
“… adverbs rarely exhibit distinctive inflectional morphology in the Igbo language,
though a language like English allows comparative and superlative comparisons.
Onunkwo, points out that the Igbo language has adverbs and adverbials. The adverbs
she called free word adverbs or pure adverbs. Below is a list of adverbs and
adverbials from Onunkwo (2003, p. 31).
Adverbs
12a. Ka
‘still’
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b. Aghaa / olia
‘how’
c. Ozugbo
‘immediately’
d. Kpum / ncha
‘entirely’
e. Oso / ngwa
‘fast’
f. Ezie
‘truly’
g. Faa / gboo
‘early’
h. Kita /ugbua /nwoo
‘now’
i. Aka
‘last year’
j. Nso
‘nearer’
k. Ofuma
‘well’
Adverbials
l. Mgbe ufodu
‘sometimes’
m. Otu mgbe
‘once’
n. Mgbe ochie
‘olden days /longtime ago’
o. Mgbe ahu
‘then’
p. Iji merie
‘in order to win’
q. Iji zuo ahia
‘ in order to sell’
r. Ka ya merie
‘let him/her win’
s. N’ezigbo uchu
‘very early’
t. N’ime ohia
‘in the bush’
u. N’ututu
‘in the morning’
v. N’anyasi
‘in the night’
Onunkwo (2003, p. 31) asserts that the pure adverbs in the Igbo language are very
few, but that the language users have ways of making up for this deficiency and one
of the ways of making up in this language is by the use of extensional suffixes and
compound verbs. In summary for Onunkwo (2003), we could see that Onunkwo was
able to demonstrate that the Igbo language has both adverbs and adverbials and that
the Igbo language makes up its deficiency in pure adverbs through its use of
grammatical adjuncts, compound verbs and extensional suffixes.
Carnie (2007, p. 44 – 5), writing on adverbs declares that ‘adverbs generally don’t
take any inflectional suffixes. However, on rare occasions, they can be used
comparatively and superlatively. He gave the following examples in the English
Language to illustrate his point.
Word
Comparative
Superlative
13a. More
more
most
b. Much
many
most
c. Good
well
best
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Carnie (2007, p. 4) in his comments on adverbs adds that “adverbs can’t appear
between a determiner and a noun”. He gave the example below:
14
*‘The quickly fox’.
Or after the verb ‘is’ and its variants.
For example:
15.
*‘He is quietly’.
However he notes that there are exceptions to this. He also gives the following
examples:
16.
He is well.
17.
She is fine.
18.
I am good.
Carnie (2007, p. 45) observes, further that adverbs can appear at the beginning or
end of the clause or sentence, and that frequently like adjectives they can be modified
by the adverb very. For example:
19.
He very ravishingly ate the food.
Carnie (2007, p. 61), argues that adverbs when used before adjectives are used as
intensifiers. Examples of such adverbs as given by Carnie in the English language are:
very, rather, nearly, quite, less, partly. From Carnie’s comment on adverbs, it can be
seen that adverbs like adjectives can be used comparatively and superlatively and
that adverbs cannot be used between a determiner and a noun. Hence, adverbs do
not modify nouns but verbs.
According to Ndimele (2007, p. 148), “some grammarians have defined the adverb
as a class of words that can modify a verb, an adjective and sometimes a fellow
adverb”. Ndimele (2007, p. 152), adds that, “… the adverbial class is a highly mobile
unit since they can occur in a number of positions in the sentence.
For example:
20a. You can’t immediately begin to eat.
b.
You can’t begin to eat immediately.
21a. It ought to be carefully preserved.
b.
It ought to be preserved carefully.
In conclusion, Ndimele (2007), holds the same view like other grammarians that
adverbs are modifiers that can occur in different positions in a sentence.
Kirkpatrick (2010, p. 209 – 211), defines an adverb as a word whose “main function
is to give more information about a verb”. Kirkpatrick explained further that an
adverb is said to modify a verb because it limits the word it describes in some way”.
Kirkpatrick like other linguists also adds that adverbs can modify other adverbs,
adjectives, prepositions and conjunctions. Kirkpatrick gives the following examples
for illustrations:
22a. Extremely suddenly
(adverb + adverb)
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b. Gravely ill
c. Just after dinner
d. Exactly what he said

(adverb + adjective)
(adverb + preposition)
(adverb + conjunction)

Kirkpatrick (2010, p. 209) in his definition of the adverb differentiates an adverb
from an adverbial by declaring that “an adverb is usually a single word and that when
a group of words perform the same functions as an adverb, it is known as an
adverbial phrase or adverbial. Kirkpatrick (2010, p. 210 – 11) lists these as types of
adverbs:
23a
a.Adverbs of time: This, according to Kirkpatrick include words like: then,
now, afterwards, today, yesterday, before, soon, lately, and so on.
b. Adverbs of frequency: This he says is used to indicate how frequent something
happens. For example: often, always, rarely, never, forever, regularly, constantly,
usually, and so on.
c. Adverbs of duration: This Kirkpatrick says indicates how something lasts or
occurs. He gave the following as types of this group of adverb: always, briefly,
permanently, indefinitely, temporarily, overnight, long and so on.
d. Adverbs of place: Kirkpatrick (2010, p. 210) asserts that this set of adverbs is used
to indicate where something happens or takes place. He gives the following as
examples of adverbs in this group: here, there, near, downsteps, indoors, overseas,

inside, alongside, northward, ashore.
e. Adverbs of manner: In the words of Kirkpatrick (2010, p. 210), “these are used to
indicate how something happens or the circumstances in which something happens”.
This sort of adverb is formed by adding the –ly suffix to an adjective in the English
language. He gives the following as examples: carefully, easily, hurriedly, plainly,
sideways, and so on.
f. Adverbs of degree: This according to Kirkpatrick (2010, p. 210 – 211), “is used to
indicate the degree to which an action is performed. He gave the following as
examples: immediately, tremendously, hugely, and unbelievably.
g. Adverbs of Emphasis: This, Kirkpatrick (2010:211), says, it is “… used to show
emphasis in an utterance”. He added that these adverbs are formed from emphatic
adjectives. He gives the following as examples: totally, utterly, quite, positively,
really, completely, absolutely and so on.
h. Interrogative adverbs: These according to Kirkpatrick (2010:211), “… are words
used to ask questions. Examples of such interrogative words given by Kirkpatrick
(2010, p. 209 – 11), are: what, which, when, why, and how. One can see that he was
able to give the difference between an adverb and an adverbial, and equally a list of
eight different groups of adverbs, with ample examples. Though he distinguished an
adverb from an adverbial, he only gives examples of adverbs and none of adverbials.
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Ejiobih (2011, p. 24), writes that, “An adverb is a word that modifies a verb, an
adjective or another adverb to show time, manner, place or degree”. Like the
previous scholars, Ejiobih, equally reports that adverbs are modifiers of: verbs,
adjectives or even adverbs. Adverbs Ejiobh (2011, p. 24), adds are useful aids in
building good sentences in that they make sentence ideas clearer and more definite.
Also, he explains that many adverbs are formed from descriptive adjectives by
adding the –ly suffix. He gives the following as examples of adverbs formed by adding
the –ly suffix in the English language: gladly, shyly. Ejiobih notes that a simple test
to know if a word is an adverb is to answer the question how? When? Where? and
why? Further, Ejiobih (2011, p. 24), advises that in graphic representations, one
should place the adverb as close as possible to the word it modifies, otherwise there
may be confusion in the reading of the constituent that is modified. In conclusion for
the review of literature on adverbs by Ejiobih (2011, p. 24), one can see that he was
able to define an adverb only and not an adverbial. However, he was able to make an
impact that in graphic representations an adverb should be placed close to the
constituent it modifies to avoid multiple readings of a construction since the key
purpose of adverbs is to make ideas in a construction clearer.
From the internet, Lawless (2011, p. 1-3), (About.com.Guide) writing on the French
language declares that “An adverb is a word that modifies a verb, an adjective or
another adverb”. Lawless adds that “adverbs can provide additional information
about time, manner, place, frequency or quantity and that they explain when, how,
where, how often or to what degree something is done. Lawless (About.com Guide),
gives the following as instances of common French adverbs.
24a. parfois
‘sometimes’
b. souvent
‘often’
c. toujours
‘always’
d. rarement
‘rarely’
e. bien
‘well’
f. mal
‘poorly’
g. vite
‘quickly’
Lawless adds that the placement of French adverbs can be difficult unlike in the
English language where the placement is sometimes arbitrary because adverbs in
the English language can be found in front of or after the verb, or even at the
beginning or end of sentence. Lawless gives the following as the placement rules for
French adverbs:
i..
When the adverb is modifying a verb, it is placed after the conjugated verb.
For example:
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25. Nous avons bien mange.
‘We ate well’.
ii.
When the adverb is modifying an adjective or another adverb, it is placed in
front of the word it is modifying. For example:
26. Je suis profondement remue.
‘I am deeply moved’
iii.
Adverbs of frequency are usually placed after the verb. The exception to this
rule according to Lawless is parfois ‘sometimes’ which is normally placed at the
beginning of the sentence. For example:
27. Je fais toujours mes devoirs.
‘I always do my homework’.
28. Parfois, Luc ne fait pas ses devoirs.
‘sometimes, Luc doesn’t do his homework’.
iv.
Adverbs of time which refer to specific days can be placed at the beginning or
end of the sentence. For example:
29. Aujourd’hui, je vais acheter une voiture.
‘Today, I’m going to buy a car’.
30. Elles arriveront demain.
‘They’ll arrive tomorrow’.
v.
Long adverbs are usually placed at the beginning or end of the sentence. For
example:
31. Generalement, nous mangeons avant 17h00.
‘Normally, we eat before 5pm’.
32. Je ne l’ai pas trouve, malheureusement.
‘I didn’t find it, unfortunately.
Lawless, explains further here that if the long adverb specifically modifies the verb,
it is placed after the conjugated verb.
33. Il a immediatement quitte Paris.
‘He left Paris immediately’.
vi.
Adverbs of place are usually found after the direct object. For example:
34. J’ai trouve le livre ici.
‘I found the book here’.
vii.
Adverbs which modify adjectives or other adverbs are placed in front of the
word they modify. For example:
35.
Je suis tres heureuse.
‘I am very happy’.
36.
Chantal fait assez souvent ses devoirs.
‘Chantal does her homework fairly often’.
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viii.
In negative constructions, adverbs which would normally follow the verb are
placed after pas. For example:
37.
Je ne mange pas bien.
‘I don’t eat well’.
38.
Tu ne travailles pas trop.
‘You don’t work too much’.
Lawless still writing on the French adverbs observes that in the French language,
there are comparative and superlative adverbs. According to Lawless, the
comparative adverbs enable one to compare two or more things, while the
superlatives express extremes. For example:
39.
Laure est plus sportive qu’Anne.
‘Laure is more athletic than Anne’.
40.
Roven est moins cher que Paris.
‘Roven is less expensive than Paris’.
41.
Tu es aussi sympathique que Chantal.
‘You are as nice as Chantal’
42.
Je travaille autant qu’elle.
‘I work as much as she does’.
43.
C’est le livre plus interessant du monde.
‘It’s the most interesting book in the world’.
44.
Nous avons achete la voiture la moins chere.
‘We bought the least expensive car’.
In summary for Lawless’s literature on the French adverbs, one can see that the
placement rules for French adverbs are much stricter than it is in the English
language. From the list of items given by Lawless, there are more adverbs than
adverbials.
On the German language an internet source from (Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia)
refers to adverbs as “words which describe the action of a verb, adjectives or other
adverbs”. This internet source stresses further that adverbs show how, when and
where things happen and that adverbs typically express some relation of place, time,
manner, cause, inference, result, condition, exception, concession, purpose, means,
or even negation. (Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia) informs one that in the German
language, most adjectives can be used as adverbs without adding a suffix and that
when such adjectives are used as adverbs they have no endings at all. The following
are examples from this internet source:
45.
Anna ist eine gesunde frau. (=adjective)
Anna is a healthy woman’.
46.
Metropolis ist ein gutter film. (= adjective)
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47.

‘Metropolis is a good film’.
Wir essen sehr gesund. (= adverb)
‘We eat very healthy’.
Es geht mir gut (= adverb).
‘I am very well.

Below are some examples of adverbs and adverbials in the German language from
this internet source.
48a. abends
‘evening’
b. bald
‘soon’
c. dann
‘then’
d. erst
‘not until’
e. auf dem Tisch
‘on the table’
f. auf den Berg hinauf
‘up on the mountain’
g. wahrend der Schulstunde ‘during the lesson’
h. der Gere Chtigkeit Wegen ‘because of justice’
From the literature on German adverbs by (Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia) one
can see that there are both adverbs and adverbials in the German language. Also from
this source, it is learned that when adjectives are used as adverbs in the German
language they lose their suffix.
In the Yoruba language, an internet source from (http://mylanguages.org/yorubaadverbs.php) asserts that in the Yoruba language adverbs form a distinct
part of speech as words that modify verbs, adjectives (including numbers) clauses,
sentences and other adverbs. Here are some examples in the Yoruba language from
this internet source:
49a. ana
‘yesterday’
b. eni/loni
‘tomorrow’
c. ola
‘tomorrow’
d. nisisi yin
‘now’
e. ni gbaye
‘then’
f. toba ya
‘later’
g. lale oni/ ale oni
‘tonight’
h. kia kia
‘immediately’
i. sibe/ sibe sibe ‘still/ yet’
j. ni biye
‘here’
k. ni beye
‘there’
l. gbogbo ibi
‘everywhere/ anywhere
m. Ile
‘home’
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From the examples of adverbs in the Yoruba language from (http://mylanguages.org/yorubaadverbs.php) it is obvious that in the Yoruba language, there are
adverbs of place, manner, frequency and time as in the other languages that have
examined in this section of the paper. In the Yoruba language, it is observed that
some of the adverbs are formed by reduplication. Examples are: leralera ‘always’,
dandan ‘absolutely’, and so on. From this source, it is observed that the language has
adverbs and adverbials.
In the Efik language, an internet source by (http://archive.org/stream/efiklanguageOOuratrich/efiklanguageOOunafrich_djvu.txt) without
Defining what an adverb or the adverbial is writes that “adverbs are very rare in the
Efik language”. This source explains further that this deficiency is made up for by
grouping words to produce the required sense and by doubling certain words. This
means that there are more of adverbials than adverbs in the language. This internet
source gives the following as examples of original adverbs in the language:
50a. mi
‘in this place/ here/ on this spot
b. do
‘therefore/ in that place/ thence/ than’
c. ko
‘yonder/ at a place of distance/ there’
d. mmon
‘where/ whither/ in what place or direction’
e. didie
‘how/ in what manner/ how now’
Examples of adverbs formed by groups of words as given by this internet source in
the Efik language are:
51a. ke eti ini
‘in good time’
b. ke etihe ini
‘in bad time’
c. ke idiok ini
‘maliciously’
d. fikan nkuk
‘about/ vicinity’
ke iso
‘in front’
Examples of adverbs formed by doubling words are:
j. uterie – uterie
‘majestically/ solemnly’
k. idiok – idiok
‘badly’
l. ndisime – ndesime
‘foolishly’
m. idara – idara
‘happily’
From the information on adverbs and adverbials in the Efik language, it is easy to
conclude that the language has few adverbs which the source call original adverbs
and more of adverbials formed from prepositional phrases and reduplication. This
shows that every language has the potential to make up for any lack in any of its
aspect of grammar by making use of existing materials in the language.
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Finally for this aspect of the work, this review of literature has helped to demonstrate
that adverbs and adverbials though are universal they come with different
grammatical rules guiding their different uses in order to meet the requirement of
each language. In the subsection that follows the theoretical framework adopted for
the analysis of data in this paper is discussed.
Fronting
Fronting is a syntactic process of moving a constituent from sentence medial or final
position to sentence initial position where it is projected for communicative
prominence. Matthews (2007, p. ….), notes that “……”
Theoretical framework
The framework adopted for data analysis in this paper is the x-bar theory of
structural representation. The notion of x – bar theory was first introduced into
grammatical analysis by Chomsky (1970) in his article entitled Remarks on
Nominalization and was later expanded by Jackendoff (1977) in a monograph
entitled x – Syntax. The major concerns of the x – bar theory are: to account for word
order, to determine the configuration of the D – structure, to determine the direction
of movement if there is any, to demonstrate constraints in the movement of
structural constituents, to determine the structural relationship between the head of
a construction and other members of the construction such as: determiners,
complements and adjuncts, to recognize intermediate categories like: (N¹, V¹, P¹, I¹),
which are larger than the terminal lexical categories; (N, V, P, A) but smaller than the
phrasal categories such as: (NP, VP, PP, IP) and so on. (cf. Ndimele 2004: 34).The
tree diagrams in this paper will reflect this as required.
Ngwa and its Speakers
Ngwa is an Igboid lect in the Niger-Congo language family under the new BenueCongo. cf. Williamson (1989, p. 21). The word, Ngwa refers to the language, the
people, and geopolitical area known as Ngwa land. Ngwa people are found in Abia
state in the Federal Republic of Nigeria. They are found in seven Local Government
Areas of the state namely; Aba North, Aba South, Isiala Ngwa North, Isiala Ngwa
South, Obingwa, Osisioma Ngwa, and Ugwunagbo. According to Nwankwo (2009, p.
180), the Ngwa homeland measures about 512.8 square miles, and has one of the
most beautiful and fertile table lands of the Igbo nations in Nigeria. Research has
shown that the Ngwa land is bounded in the west by the Imo River, which separates
the Ngwa land from Asa Nteke in South-West, and their Mbaise Kith and Kin in the
west. Northwards of the Ngwaland are neighbouring Ohuhu, Umuahia and Bende
clans of the old Bende. The Ndokis are in the South-East and Anangs and Ibibios are
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in the Easthern parts of the Ngwa land. The exact date of the settlement of the Ngwa
people in their present location/homeland is not known but oral tradition has it that
the Ngwa people were a group of Igbos who left Umuneoha, a place in Owerri
(Owere) in search of cultivable arable land, large space of land to hunt and better
trading and exchange opportunities cf. Nwankwo (2009, p. 18-19) and, Ezeibe
(2009, p. 9). For the brevity of this paper, one is going to stop here on the comment
on the Ngwa-Igbo people.
Methodology
Data for the analysis were obtained through the interview of native speakers
between 40 and 65 years, as an introspection to validate the intuition of our intuitive
knowledge. In the sub sections that follow data on adverbs and adverbials in Ngwa
is presented.
Adverbs and Adverbials in Ngwa
In this part of the paper, data on adverbs and adverbials in Ngwa will be discussed.
Adverbs in Ngwa
Recall that an adverb has been defined as single lexical items that could modify a
verb, an adjective, or an adverb in a construction. The adverb has also been referred
to as a grammatical adjunct of a verb which most typically expresses such semantic
notions as: time, manner, place, instrument or circumstance. Adverbs are also called
pure or lexical modifiers. cf. Chomsky (1965, p. 101) and Onunkwo (2003, p. 172).
The following are some examples of adverbs in Ngwa:
52a. thaa/thaawana ‘today’
b. galadi/ kaladi ‘ is still…’
c. faa/gboo ‘long time ago’
d. nda ‘near’
e. nwayoo ‘gently/slowly’
f. osiso ‘quickly’
g. ozo again’
h. ede ‘certainly wrote’
i. gboona/ gboowaana/gboo ‘now’ +*
j. anya ‘far’
Below are some instances how these adverbs are used in Ngwa:
53a. Uche mbiara gboona /gboowaana/gboo.
‘Uche came now’.
b. Gboona/ gboowaana/gboo la Uche mbiara.
‘It is now that Uche came’.
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c. *Uche gboowaana/gboo mbiara.
‘Uche now came’.
In (54a), the adverb is gboona/ gboowaana/gboo which means ‘now’.
This adverb occurs at sentence final position. In (54b), it occurs at sentence initial
position where it becomes thematized. In (54c), it occurs at sentence medial position
and the sentence becomes ungrammatical. This shows that when it occurs at medial
position, ill-formed constructions are produced. The tree diagram for (54a), is given
below as (54d). In (54d), gboowaana ‘now’, occurs at sentence final position
whete it occurs in the adverbial slot. The arrow from Spec VP to TP, shows the origin
of the subject from the predicate and its movements to SpecTP. The –rv inflectional
past tense suffix, is lowered to the verb bia ‘come’, to derive biara ‘came’,
because it is a verbal suffix.
e.
CP
CI
TP
TI

DP
Uche

T
Past
-rv

VP
tsub

VI
Mbia

AdvP
gboowana

55a. Chika nriri ri ozo.
‘Chika ate again ’.
b. *Ozo Chika nriri ri.
‘Again Chika ate’.
Chika ozo nriri ri.
In (55a), the adverb is ozo, ‘again’. This adverb occurs at sentence final position.
In (55b), the adverb ozo, ‘again’, occurs at sentence initial position and the
sentence is ungrammatical, but in (55b), the same adverb ozo, ‘again’, occurs at
sentence medial position and the resultant construction is grammatical. In this
medial position, the adverb is stressed where it receives communicative
prominence.
56a. Adha nji nwayoo kwuo okwu.
‘Adha gently spoke’.
b. Nwayoo la Adha nji kwuo okwu.
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‘It is with gentleness that Adha spoke’.
c. *Kwuo okwu nwayoo Adha nji.
‘Speak gently Adha used’.
(56a), is a grammatical construction in Ngwa with the adverb nwayoo
‘gently/slowly’ at sentence final position. In (56b), the the adverb nwayoo
‘gently/slowly; occurs at sentence final position with the complementizer la ‘that’
immediately after it which introduces the subordinate clause Adha nji kwuo
okwu ‘Adha used in speaking’. (56c), is ungrammatical. The adverb nwayoo
‘gently/slowly’, occurs at sentence medial position where it does not introduce any
complementizer.
57a. Uche mgbuwara nkwu Kemgbe gboo
‘Uche has been cutting palm fruits a long time ago.
b. Kemgbe gboo la Uche mgbuwara nkwu.
‘It has been a long time that/since Uche has been cutting palm fruits’.
c. *Gboo la Uche mgbuwara nkwu  Kemgbe.
‘Long time ago that Uche began cutting palm fruits since’.
(57a), is a grammatical constructioInn. In (57a), the adverb gboo ‘long time ago,
‘occurs at sentence final position. In (57b), the adverb gboo, ‘long time ago’ occurs
at sentence medial position where it introduces the complementizer la ‘that’ and
where it gains communicative prominence for itself. (57b), is also a grammatical in
Ngwa. This complementizer introduces the clause Uche mgbuwara nkwu
‘uche began cutting palmfruits’. In (57c), the adverb gboo ‘long time ago, occurs at
sentence initial position and the sentence is ungrammatical. This informs one that
this adverb cannot be used at sentence initial position to produce grammatical
constructions.
1.6.2 Adverbials in Ngwa
Recall that in section 1.1, that the term adverbial has been explained to be a group of
words that functions as an adverb. Chomsky (1965, p. 101), refers to an adverbial as:
“the accompanying preposition – phrase to a verb which though has a cohesion with
the verb but could result in ambiguous reading”. This means that any group of words
which serves the grammatical role of an adverb is an adverbial and that in some
instances adverbials could result in the multiple reading of the clause to which they
are attached. Below are examples of adverbials in Ngwa:
58a. Otu ugboro ‘once’
b. ugboro ato ‘thrice’
c. ngwa ngwa ‘quickly’
d. echi ngara aga ‘yesterday’
e. echi n’abia abia ‘tomorrow’
f. l’uthuthu ‘in the morning’
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g. l’abali ‘in the night’
h. l’ikoto ‘in the afternoon’
i. riri eri ‘actually/certainly ate’
j. tara ata ‘actually/really/ certainly chewed’
k. ri-kwara ‘also ate’
l. ga-kwara ‘also went’
m. l’uthuthu ‘in the morning’
n. L’isi uthuthu ‘very early in the morning’
o. Iji fee l’ule ‘in order to pass exams’
p. l’ akhukhu ‘beside/ by the side’
Below are instances how some of these adverbials are used in Ngwa:
59a. Uche ngara ebe ahu naani otu ugboro.
‘Uche went there only once’.
b. Otu ugboro naani la Uche ngara ebe ahu.
‘Only once that Uche went there’.
c. Uche ngara ebe ahu otu ugboro naani .
‘Uche went there only once’.
(59a) is a grammatical construction in Ngwa. In (59a), the adverbial otu ugboro
‘once’, occurs at sentence final position. In (59b), the adverbial occurs at sentence
initial position where it receives emphasis and sentence is grammatical. In (59c), the
adverbial otu ugboro ‘once’ occurs at sentence medial position and
construction is grammatical in Ngwa. The grammaticality of the adverbial otu
ugboro, once’, in (59a-c) shows that the adverbial otu ugboro ‘once’, has a
high degree of mobility in Ngwa.
60a. Aga we ilo l’abali
‘They will return in the night’.
b. L’abali la aga we ilo.
‘it is in the night that they will return’.
c. *Aga we l’abali ilo.
(60a) is a grammatical construction. The adverbial l’abali ‘in the night’, in (60a),
occurs at sentence final position. In (60b), the adverbial l’abali ‘in the night’,
occurs at sentence initial position and the sentence is grammatical in Ngwa. In (60b)
the use of the adverbial l’abali ‘in the night’ at sentence initial position triggers
the complementizer la ‘that’ which introduces the clause aga we ilo ‘they
will come back/return’. In (60c), the adverbial l’abali ‘in the night’, occurs at
sentence medial position and the construction is ungrammatical. This reports that
the adverbial l’abali ‘in the night’, cannot be used at sentence medial position in
Ngwa.
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61a. Anyi nriri eri.
‘We actually ate’.
b. *eri anyi nriri.
‘Actually we ate’.
c. *Anyi eri nriri
‘We actually ate’.
(61a), is agrammatical sentence in Ngwa. The cognate adverbial eri ‘actually ate’,
occurs at sentence final position. In (61b), the adverbial eri ‘actually ate’ ‘occurs
at sentence initial position and the sentence is ungrammatical. In (61c), eri
‘actually ate’, occurs at sentence medial position and the sentence is also
ungrammatical. The ungrammaticality of (61b-c), shows that the the only position in
which the cognate adverbial eri ‘actually ate’, can occur in a sentence and be
acceptable in Ngwa is in sentence final position.
62a. Adha nrikwara ede.
‘Adha also ate cocoyam’.
b. *Nrikwara ede Adha.
‘Also cocoyam Adha ate’.
c. * Adha ede nrikwara .
‘Adha cocoyam ate also’.
(62a) is a grammatical construction in Ngwa with the adverbial nrikwara ‘also
ate’ at sentence medial position. (62b) is ungrammatical. The adverbial nrikwara
‘also ate’, occurs at sentence initial position where it is given communicative
prominence, yet the construction is unaceptable in Ngwa. In (62c), the adverbial
occurs at sentence final position and the construction is ungrammatical. Thus, the
adverbial nrikwara ‘also ate’ can only be grammatically used at sentence medial
position.
63a. Mee ngwa ngwa tha anyi ngawa.
‘Hurry up so that we can begin to go’.
b. Mee tha anyi ngawa ngwa ngwa
‘Let us hurry up to start going’.
c. *ngwa ngwa mee tha anyi ngawa.
(63a) is a grammatical construction in Ngwa with the adverbial ngwa ngwa
‘quickly/hurriedly’ at sentence medial position. In (63b), the adverbial ngwa
ngwa ‘quickly/hurriedly’, is used at sentence final position and the construction is
grammatical. In (63c), the construction is ungrammatical because the adverbial
ngwa ngwa ‘quickly/hurriedly’, occurs at sentence initial position.
64a. O guru akwukwo ya iji fee l’ule.
‘He read his books in order to pass his exam.
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b. Iji fee l’ule O guru akwukwo ya .
‘In order to pass his exam he read his books’.
c. O guru iji fee l’ule akwukwo ya.
‘He read in order to pass his exam, his books’.
(64a) is a grammatical construction in Ngwa where the adverbial, iji fee ‘in
order to succeed’, an adverbial of reason is used at sentence final position. In (64b),
the adverbial iji fee ‘in order to succeed’, is used at sentence initial position and
the construction is grammatical in Ngwa. In (64c), the adverbial of reason iji fee
‘in order to succeed’, is used at sentence medial position and the sentence is still
grammatical. Thus, the iji fee ‘in order to succeed’, can be used in any position
in a sentence in Ngwa and the construction will be grammatical.
65a. Odochi mbi l’akhukhu miri.
‘Odochi lives by/at the riverside’.
b. L’akhukhu miri la Odochi mbi.
‘At the riverside is where Odochi lives’.
c.* Odochi bi miri l’akhukhu.
(65a), is a grammatical construction with the adverbial of preposition
l’akhukhu ‘by the side’, at sentence medial position. In (65b), the adverbial
l’akhukhu ‘by the side’, is used at sentence initial position where it triggers the
complementizer la ‘that’ which introduces the clause Odochi mbi , ‘Odochi is
living/lives’ and the sentence is grammatical in Ngwa. In (65b), the subjective
pronoun ha becomes we ‘they’ when it is used in the object position. But in (65c),
when it is used at sentence final position and the object miri ‘river’, coming
before it, the construction becomes ungrammatical. Below is tree diagram showing
(65b), as (65d) illustrating the use of the adverbial l’akhukhu ‘by the side’, at
sentence initial position. In the tree diagram the fronting of the adverbial
l’akhukhu ‘by the side’, by moving it into SPEC-Cˡ, in the environment before
the attracted constituent miri ‘water’. The syntactic process of fronting led to
the insertion of the complementizer la ‘that’ which introduces the clause Odochi
mbi , ‘Odochi is living/lives’. The movement of the adverbial l’akhukhu ‘by
the side’, leaves an empty trace at the sight of extraction this is shown by coindexing
the moved constituent an its empty trace at sentence final position. The arrow from
Specs VP to TP, shows the origin of the subject from the predicate and its movements
to SpecTP.
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Conclusion
This paper which is concerned with adverbs and adverbials in Ngwa has been able
to re-establish the fact that adverbs are lexical modifiers, while adverbials are
phrasal modifiers that could be used with verbs, adjectives or adverbs. In the
examination of adverbs and adverbials in Ngwa, it was found out that some
adverbials are reduplicated. The paper also discovered that adverbs are optional
elements in a construction. It was also discovered that adverbs cannot be inflected
in Ngwa. It was also found that there are some adverbs that are restricted in places
where they occur. Finally the work has shown that adverbs and adverbials can be
given communicative prominence when used at sentence initial position. This work
recommends further research in the study of adverb and adverbials in Ngwa.
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